Using transgenic mouse models to dissect the pathogenesis of virus-induced autoimmune disorders of the islets of Langerhans and the central nervous system.
Viruses have often been associated with autoimmune diseases. One mechanism by which self-destruction can be triggered is molecular mimicry. Many examples of cross-reactive immune responses between pathogens and self-antigens have been described. This review presents two transgenic models of autoimmune disease induced by a virus through activation of anti-self lymphocytes. Viral antigens are expressed as transgenes either in beta-cells of the pancreas or in the oligodendrocytes of the CNS. Infection by a virus encoding the same gene activated autoreactive T cells that cleared the viral infection, and as a consequence of transgene expression resulted in organ-specific autoimmune disease. In both transgenic mouse models, autoreactive lymphocytes that escaped thymic negative selection were present in the periphery. Several factors are described that play a role in the regulation of the self-reactive process precipitated by a viral infection. These include the quantity of activated autoreactive T cells, the affinity of these T cells, the number of memory T cells generated following primary infection, costimulation by accessory molecules, and the types and locations of cytokines produced. In addition, unique barriers exist in target tissues that prevent or suppress autoreactive responses and define to a large extent the outcome of disease. Restimulation of autoreactive memory lymphocytes may be required to bypass these barriers and enhance autoimmune disease. Therapy directed at modifying these factors can reduce and even prevent autoimmune disease after it has been initiated.